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The Edmonton industrial market's pace decelerated in 2023, following two consecutive years of leasing activity at record-breaking levels. In
2023, the market reverted to more typical historical patterns, and we expect transactions to total approximately four million square feet through
leases, renewals, and subletting. This underscores the persistent and substantial demand that remains, even after the surge in activity observed
in 2021 and 2022. At the beginning of the year, the vacancy rate stood at approximately 3.4%, and by the year's end, it was trending upward
toward the 4.0% range. Whilst vacancy edged up, rental growth increased by 6.0 – 7.0% and is expected to increase a further 5.0% through
2024. Demand for fabrication and manufacturing spaces remains strong, with energy service groups buoyant for the year ahead. Demand for
logistics and warehouse spaces has tempered, with rents in the low double-digit range for newer properties, and mid-to-high single-digit rates
can still be found for older spaces. 

Edmonton is projected to remain an attractive destination for investors seeking income and rental income growth opportunities. Currently,
market capitalization rates in the Edmonton market are hovering around 7.0%, which is notably higher than the approximately 4.0% to 4.5%
yields observed in Vancouver and Toronto. Demand from owner-users continues to be robust, particularly among groups looking at properties
valued between $2 million and $5 million. Given the positive sentiments expressed by central banks (Canada and the US) in early December, we
anticipate sustained strong demand in 2024 with the leveling off, and even a potential decrease, in interest rates. 
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1. VACANCY: End 2023 pushing back towards 4.0%, after starting closer to 3.4%. Although vacancy edged up, rental growth increased

by 6 – 7% and is expected to increase a further 5.0% through 2024.

2. CAP RATES: Market capitalization rates in the Edmonton market are hovering around 7.0%, which is notably higher than the

approximately 4.0% to 4.5% yields observed in Vancouver and Toronto. Owner-users historically pay more for space that will suit their

business requirements - really evident in this market.   

3. INTEREST RATES:  Interest rates close to peak - expect to see a leveling off of interest rates through early 2024 (even a potential

decrease). Central banks (Canada and the US) positive sentiment through December has given hopes of no further rises in the near

future. 

3 TAKEAWAYS FOR DECEMBER 2023:

RECENT NOTEABLE TRANSACTIONS

FULLY LEASED:  605  30  Ave ,  N isku AVAILABLE:  6615  45  Street ,  Leduc

AICRE Commercial is pleased to have facilitated the
transaction of 52,683 SF now making the former ARGO Shop
fully leased. AICRE had previously leased 38,484 SF of the
property in early fall. 

FOR LEASE Leduc Shop With Office / Yard
6,900 SF on 1.08 Acres (+/-) 
Grade loading and ample fenced/gated yard
5 Ton Crane 
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